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Introduction

This review is partly based on an inaugural professorial lecture at the University of Huddersfield.

It examines the origins of primary care and the crises currently faced in terms of patient expectation, regulation, accountability, and workforce shortages. It recognizes the appropriateness of pressurising primary care further by the shift both of more services and more medical education from secondary care.

Some conclusions are drawn concerning potential solutions including skill mix changes, centralization of services, a change in attitudes to professional mistakes, increased protected development time, evidence-based education, and academic, leadership and feedback skills for general practitioners.

Six recommendations are offered as a prescription for organizational and educational change.

Where has primary care come from, and where is it going?

During the last century in the United Kingdom (UK), primary care has transformed from a cottage industry, as captured by “Doctor Finlay’s Casebook”,[1] to become the principal site of interaction for one of our largest nationalized industries. Where will it go in the future and how can it’s educational needs be anticipated?

One model that places primary care in the wider picture of all health and disease interventions and services is the clinical iceberg (Figure 1),[2] where the ice represents those people who are symptomatic, ill, or who make contact with health care.

![figure 1](image1.jpg)

Like any iceberg most of its bulk is below the water line. The submerged section represents the part of the general population who do not present to a clinician. Some of these people have symptoms and some self medicate. In this model, those people interacting with health care are above the water line. The largest proportion of these are seen in primary care and smaller numbers in secondary and tertiary care.

![figure 2](image2.jpg)

The proportion of people with significant illness (dots in figure 2) might be expected to increase the “higher up the iceberg” they are sited, though there will be some people with symptom-less pathology at the bottom.

This triangular diagram represents the position from 80 years ago, the time portrayed by Dr Finlay, until the introduction of the National Health Service (NHS). Since then the ice has effectively been widened not because of population increase, but because of increased demand from the addition of new therapies & investigations, world travel and an aging population. (figure 3) Patients of retirement age consult their general medical practitioner (GP) 50% more frequently than those under 65.[3]

![Figure 3](image3.jpg)

The proportion of the visible iceberg allocated to primary care is also increased by the shift of the management of chronic illness away from hospitals, often described as secondary to primary care shift. (figure 4)
Continuing with this metaphor, the water line has been lowered by the introduction of screening and by a new “consumerism”: Awareness is raised by media health scares and there are increased expectations of immediate solutions from health care providers. The extremes of human physique and ability have become accepted as diagnoses - like short stature and dyspraxia. For good or ill, more of life has become medicalised. (figure 5)

The increased activity in primary care has in part been achieved by an increase in the numbers of GPs[4] and in part by skill mix changes. Practice nurses have usually been appointed to undertake screening and much of the chronic disease management that was transferred from secondary care.

GPs with a special interest (GPwSIs), pronounced gypsies, form a new layer in the iceberg between primary and secondary care. (figure 6)

It is envisaged that they will help to provide specialist services in liaison with a local consultant specialist. They may accept referrals form other GPs and / or act as a gatekeeper-prioritiser, and could be involved in the review of many patients currently followed up in secondary care.

Unfortunately that is not the end of the story. The shape of the iceberg is not a slender triangle. Just beneath the waterline lurks its main bulk. (figure 7)

Only a small minority of people with symptoms present to healthcare. Most people have symptoms and many self medicate.[5]. It is fortunate that the population remains as yet so self reliant, for it would need only a very small change in the water line to swamp the NHS. (figure 8)

There is a hazard in government pursuing a policy of rapid access for minor ailments, in advance of successful schemes to address the workforce recruitment and retention.

**Expectations**

Patients value primary care very highly[3] but also have high expectations for more and better services. Half of all women would prefer to see a female GP, and 37% would prefer to see a GP of their own ethnic group.[6] Longer consultation times have generally been considered to be important in the delivery of high quality clinical care,[7, 8] and to be associated with a range of better patient outcomes.[9] Though from the patient perspective, having a clinician who listens and who involves the patient is more important than a long consultation.[10] Demands for rapid access[11] [12] and longer opening hours are not easily compatible with longer consultations, continuity,[13] “Improving Working Lives Standards”,[14] [15] or with the expectations of new healthcare workers for a life outside work.
Regulation and Accountability

Increased demand for accountability may be inevitable in the wake of the series of recent scandals that included Bristol heart surgery, retained body parts at Alder Hey Hospital and the Dr Shipman murders. Revalidation and appraisal are positive aspects to increasing accountability. Appraisal in particular offers an excellent opportunity to prepare detailed personal development plans with peer support. However, there is also a risk that individual patient freedom will be curtailed by over-enthusiastic application of population based statistics. In contradiction with James Willis's “rules for rules” (figure 9)[16] and its own propaganda concerning a primary care led NHS,[11, 17, 18] central government increasingly regulates and micro-manages healthcare in the name of accountability, dictating precisely how a clinician must respond in an ever increasing range of situations.[20]

| Rules for rules                                              |
| Rules should be small in number                              |
| Created by the periphery of society that will use them,      |
| not the centre.                                              |
| Be about safe minimum baselines, not possible ideals         |
| the limits of acceptable behaviour,                          |
| but not directing the details of behaviour.                  |
| (Willis,[16] Paradox of Progress)                            |

figure 9

Protocols may work for the average patient, but not for every patient. If clinicians develop the rules, more patients will fit. However, the current style of micro-management will still limit patient-centred care and reduces the opportunity for patients self determination and choice. For example in the new contract[12] proposes that GPs be remunerated on the basis of the proportion of patients with ischaemic heart disease who are prescribed beta- blockers, ACE inhibitors and anti-coagulants. A truly patient-centred approach would require discussion with the patient and shared decision making rather than medication by government prescription.

Human Resource (HR) Crisis

Compared to the European Union (EU), the UK has half the doctors per capita.[21] For many years there has been a trend for increasing numbers of GPs and consequently smaller list sizes, and the potential for longer appointments.[3] However the implementation of the NHS plan will require approximately 2000 more GPs.[22] In addition, the UK is already short of approximately 1000 GPs. This is represented by a persistent vacancy rate of 3.4%. GPs often feel isolated and are unhappy, stressed and demoralised,[24] though not just in the UK.[25] About ¼ of GPs wish to retire in the near future[26] mainly because of reduced job satisfaction.[27] In many deprived areas half GPs over age 50 intend imminent retirement.[3] GPs currently work an average 58 hours per week,[3] so if they were employees at least half would fail to comply with the EU working hours directive. Many would prefer to work in a part time or salaried capacity, and if given the opportunity would further reduce the numbers of available whole time equivalent GPs. Others prefer to work alone.[28] Whilst there is concern about the isolation of solo GPs, quality standards for single-handers appear to be similar to those for other GPs.[29] Single-handers tend to be older and closer to retirement.[28] Wanless[21] predicted that, even with the existing increased entry to medical schools, by 2020 the UK will be short of 25,000 doctors, and will be particularly short of GPs.

This shortage of clinicians also extends to nurses. Compared to the EU, the UK also has only half the nurses per capita,[21] and there is difficulty in recruitment and retention.[30, 31] Most NHS nurses are employed in secondary care and of those who work in primary care 1/3 are approaching retirement age.[3]

Skill Mix
The Department of Health (DoH) plans to make the NHS more multi-disciplinary\[12\] and holistic.\[32\] Practice nurses could perform telephone triage effectively though the cost is at present borne by the GP,\[35\] and produces no overall reduction in costs.\[36\] Nurse practitioners (NPs) could subsume more of the functions of GPs\[3\] in practices, or in walk-in centres,\[37\] but in the last decade little progress has been made towards developing this new professional group.\[33\] Nurse practitioner consultations tend to be about 1/3 longer than GP consultations, but to be more acceptable to patients and otherwise similar in outcome\[38\] and cost.\[41\] There are ten times as many nurses per doctor in secondary care compared to primary care.\[3\] Increasing use of nurses working at a higher level, and as the first point of contact in healthcare is mentioned in NHS policy.\[21\] However, the policy still needs to be converted into reality. As yet there is insufficient development opportunity for nurses. In primary care they often cannot attract backfill payments, or find locum cover. More courses need to be available for the training of primary care nurse practitioners. Even if sufficient educational opportunities are provided, nurse practitioners are likely to be recruited from the already insufficient numbers of practice nurses, community nurses and health visitors. It may be preferable to introduce physician assistants (PAs), who often come from occupations other than healthcare. There is increasing use of PAs in the USA,\[42\] but the role has as yet not been tried much in the UK.\[43\] However, it is my contention that the use of physician assistants should be piloted and investigated as a matter of urgency. This could provide as a partial solution to the dearth of GPs in northern urban areas. The training of PAs could provide additional clinical personnel without depleting the ranks of existing nurses. They could be trained relatively quickly. A PA in training could be apprenticed to a GP. The GP would spend some time as a mentor / tutor, but in return gain more in the form of support and delegation of minor tasks. Such a format would increase the appeal of the work both for the PAs and for GPs, and aid the recruitment and retention of both. One third of all illness presenting in primary care consists of a rash or respiratory infection.\[4\] PAs could be trained just to manage these problems at first.

**Centralisation**

80% of primary care premises are too small.\[3\] 66% of these premises need to be upgraded or replaced by 2006.\[21\] The new GP contract includes provision for investment in buildings.\[12\] This presents an ideal opportunity to change building locations and size to match future requirements. There is a considerable pressure for amalgamation and centralisation. As above, patients want a wider range of services, more choices of clinician, longer consultations and rapid access at a wider choice of times. Some of this could be achieved by amalgamating more services and practices under one roof. There is the potential for central premises (or a limited number of locality sites) in each primary care organisation (PCO) area to house all required services: PCO administration, 24 hour walk in centre staffed by a GP and by nurse practitioners, 24 hour pharmacy, 24 hour urgent home visit service, physiotherapy, GPwSIs, podiatry, benefits advice, phlebotomy, services for the homeless and for substance abusers, community mental health team, counseling, psychologists, dentists, opticians, and complimentary therapies. Under such a system there could be other shared infrastructure such as computing, management and transport. Currently patients moving house a short distance within a town may have to re-register with a new GP, but with centralization, patients could choose to stay with any doctor even when they move within the PCO area. Much GP time is spent in home visits to the elderly.\[44, 45\] However, nurse practitioners specialising in the care of the elderly, and supplementary nurse prescribers\[46\] could undertake medicines reviews and many of these home visits. Currently GPs have to fulfill the impossible demand of being in two places at once – that is consulting in the surgery, but yet able to attend emergencies at home visits. Large practices can ensure that only one GP is allocated to this emergency visiting role, but centralisation would make this facility available to all. Innovations in transport are encouraged.\[12\] The provision of a people carrier style vehicle and driver can substantially reduce the need for home visits.\[47\] Such innovations permit the retention of the scarce GP resource centrally with little need for them to leave the building, and could significantly increase their turnover of work.

**Divert patients and funds to economical services**

In terms of patient contact, secondary care is 36 times more expensive than primary care: Nine out of ten
NHS patients are seen in primary care,[22] yet primary care accounts for only one-fifth of NHS spending.[3] Secondary care continues to increase its expenditure six times as fast as primary care.[3] There is a potential efficiency to be achieved by following the example of Eire in diverting funds to primary care.[48] A 5% shift in total patient contacts would halve the outpatient workload for secondary care. It is inconceivable that the current cost ratios would apply i.e. move 5% of NHS contacts for 1% of the NHS budget. The cost of shifting 5% of NHS contacts to primary care would therefore be greater, but even if it consumes 10% of the budget it could still be worth doing. It cannot be long before government will calculate the most efficient division of labour, so we must expect further secondary to primary care shift. When it comes, it is important to ensure that adequate resource moves with these patients and that workload shift is not just lost within current promised uplift of 11% over each of three years.[12]

Primary care based general medical education

Historically undergraduate medical education has been based on a secondary care curriculum. This has the merit that the majority of medical students will exit into hospital based roles. However, there is a need for education to reflect the core position of primary care in the new NHS. The new curricula offer very exciting possibilities for medical students: Increasingly undergraduate medical teaching involves primary care.[49] In fact it is viewed as essential by the General Medical Council (GMC).[50] This primary care experience provides a good opportunity to learn consultation skills and experience common problems not seen in hospital, to understand the management of undifferentiated problems and the value of continuity of care.

Since 1997 four months of the pre-registration house officer (PRHO) year may be undertaken in primary care. Those PRHOs who work in primary care report a high level of planned educational input that is less interrupted by service pressures. This is cited as the reason for their greater enthusiasm and satisfaction than their secondary care based counterparts.[51]

General practice vocational training schemes have particular aims focusing on good communication skills, patient centred medicine, the ability to tolerate uncertainty, effective use of time, working in multidisciplinary teams, preventative medicine, valuing diversity and organisational skills. They encourage reflective practice and put the needs of the learner to the fore. They usually contain half a day of protected time (half-day release) per week to attend a curriculum based course, a minimum of three hours protected tutorial time per week, opportunity to discuss cases during and after each surgery / clinic, and sessions to develop communication skills by observing video recordings of their own consultations. Some schemes also offer a one week residential summer school.[52] Innovatory and combined community / primary / secondary care training posts are beginning to appear, for example working part time in a hospice and part time in general practice.

It is expected that all doctors will spend some post-registration foundation training working as a GP.[53] GP registrars have to learn more flexible approaches including a tolerance both for the expression of feelings and for uncertainty. They also have to unlearn strategies heavily reliant on investigation, or on addressing the doctor’s agenda at the expense of the patient’s.[54] I look forward to a more humane, patient-centred approach to training[34] based even more in primary care.

Continuing medical education for GPs had been excessively reliant on accredited teaching events, often in the form of ineffective didactic lectures.[55] A major new direction was established by the Chief Medical Officer’s report on continuing professional development for GPs [56]. This raised the profile of individual learning styles and needs, team and work based learning, and firmly established accredited learning in the form of practice and personal development plans. Personal development plans will be almost universal, once appraisal has been fully implemented.

There is increasing use of an adult learning model[57] in which problems are addressed by the team, so as to develop an inter-professional understanding. Much important inter-professional learning remains informal.[58] A conversation on the stairs between community nurse and GP could provide important insight for either party.
Cultural change – Honesty and shared decisions

Undergraduate and hospital experience encourages a professional culture of independent self-reliance and the ability to defend judgements by logical argument or adversarial debate. Whilst these are valuable attributes in themselves all too often the consequent medical culture avoids expressions of doubt, misgiving, or inadequacy.[59] This benefits neither the patient nor the doctor. Smith[60] described how patients and doctors may collude in a bogus contract deceiving each other. In this, the doctor is all capable and free from doubt. Perhaps we all have a duty to address support a changed culture. Eliminating blame may begin with the adoption of Smith’s suggestion of a new contract embracing joint decision making with patients and honest realism about our limited power and knowledge. A further step is usually described as “Systems Thinking”,[61] where errors are ascribed to faulty working systems rather than to human inadequacy. I prefer to think of it as “The wedding present principle”: How many of us received sets of glasses as house-warming or wedding presents, use them, and still have complete sets? Glass is easily broken, but if we are 100% vigilant at all times surely we could keep the glass intact. However, even when life or limb is at risk, human beings cannot maintain that level of concentration. Performance does not seem to be enhanced by raising the stake, as is the case with a treasured gift, or the threat of blame and litigation. When we discover repeated clinical error, how should we respond: Blame the clinician or change the system? In order to learn from error we need to accept human fallibility, and change the systems in work that permit errors to re-occur. “we cannot change the human condition, we can change the conditions under which humans work.”[62] The review, not just of errors, but of near misses, complaints and surprise successes can be of great educational benefit to individuals and teams. This is usually described as Significant Event Analysis (SEA).[63] [64] [65] It is at its most instructive, when the whole team attends, and each person involved relates their part of the story. A blame free culture and the confidential support of colleagues[66] are important precursors for such events to take place.

Tithe

Covey[67] describes how we would berate a lumberjack who was attempting to fell a tree using blunt implements. The lumberjack would achieve his task much faster and with much less effort if he took a short break to sharpen his saw. But how regularly do we put time aside to sharpen our minds, and what proportion of working time should be devoted to such personal development?

2% (one week in one year) has long been the accepted standard funded by PGEA. Personally, I think that this is grossly inadequate, and that it time that another standard was set, that is more in keeping with the unprecedented rate of change created by developments in therapeutics, research and legislation I would like to propose a tariff - a minimum quota for time spent in personal development. I suggest a tithe – 10%. That is that from a 5 day working week, half a day is spent examining, reflecting upon and improving our mental tools. One session per week to close for staff development. This is an absolute minimum, for there is so much to be done: Continuing professional development (CPD), teaching and learning, audit, clinical governance, organisational and team development, and feedback that involves patients in a learning organisation.[61] [68]

How do we create a 10% level of development time? Simplistically one could argue for a 10% inflation in the numbers of all staff; we could stop doing the least worthwhile 10% of what we do now, or redistribute work with the development of new roles. I suspect that the answer lies in a mixture of all three: Some more resources, some new roles, streamline some activity.

A tithe is something that is due. It is the clinicians right to time for development, the patient’s right to clinicians who are capable and up to date, the managers duty to provide and protect the time. In work protected time for staff to learn together is already DoH policy.[11] [12] [69] [70] as is time out for practices to undertake critical reviews,[3] but lack of protected time is often associated with failure to meet training needs.[71] [72] Clinical governance alone is expected to take 10% of working time by 2010.[21] A tithe is for now, by then it will not be enough. Longer periods of study and reflection may also be needed at some points. A sabbatical[73] [74] or other prolonged study[75] may be helpful mid-career, and these are beginning to be recognised in policy.[12] [76]

Evidence based education
Medical teachers would like to be able to demonstrate the same kind of evidence base for their educational technique as is becoming available for clinical practice. However it is not easy to obtain results that are generalisable particularly in terms of outcomes and cost effectiveness. There is a tension between student centred adult learning, and the blinded application of a randomised yet consistent teaching intervention. The interval between intervention and an outcome that matters can be so long that confounding influences are to be expected.

There is however, a body of evidence neatly summarised by Thomson O’Brien et al. who suggest that diverse and interactive learning is to be preferred in medicine. This supports the assertions of expert writers on teaching like Brookfield who propounded that “The principle of diversity should be engraved on every teacher’s heart” and the promotion of the use of a range of methods to accommodate different learning styles and different needs.

The advance organiser concept in which a skeletal framework is provided outlining the nature of what is to be learnt is of value in school education. Development of this with primary care teams appears to demonstrate that discussion of what the team needs to achieve in learning, helps the team to apply their learning by making subsequent change to practice. Simple evidence based interventions like this could easily be incorporated into conventional teaching. There is the potential for the GP role to be isolated. Peer support methods of education, like inter-professional action learning sets may help to reduce this. Other examples of peer support include clinical supervision, mentorship, and appraisal. There seems to be a particular place for structured peer review at practice visits.

**Academic and leadership developments.**

There is a need to introduce management and leadership skills into medical education both for survival in terms of avoiding burn out, and to develop integrated inter-professional teams. There are particular points of vulnerability as a practitioner that are beginning to be supported. Flexible training schemes make some allowance for family life. Higher professional education (HPE) and career start schemes help GPs to settle into practice rather than be “thrown in at the deep end”. Ongoing support beyond the first year or two of practice is important in establishing GPs who are committed to lifelong learning. There may be opportunities to support more than one group of young professionals at the same events, for example new nurse practitioners meeting with young GP practitioners.

There are too few GP academics: Only 1.6% of doctorates of medicine (MD)s between 1973 and 1988 were awarded to GPs. Other academic activities such as writing of papers, peer review of articles, and teaching are the exception rather than the norm. The debate continues as to whether new principals should, like other specialists, be members of their Royal College. With most of the NHS contacts, and designated patient lists, primary care could form a ‘natural laboratory’. However, primary care remains exceptionally short of its own evidence base. Often it is reliant on data, of questionable generalisability, obtained from secondary care. Perhaps the most important new GPwSIs posts to establish should be academic and in leadership.

**Appraisal and feedback**

Central government’s commitment to development planning, development portfolio maintenance for all, and to appraisal for GPs is to be commended. Appraisal provides an avenue for educational support for all GPs, and can give them the opportunity to recognise new learning situations and methods such as e-learning and the NHS University (NHSU). There has been considerable geographical variation in spending on education. Appraisal may go some way to addressing this inequality, by providing the same opportunities for challenge and support to all GPs, and by encouraging them all to recognise educational opportunities. Appraisal is also an opportunity to introduce feedback; not just from the appraiser, but from patients. Some patient questionnaires and feedback merely make the clinician feel valued or the converse. Greco suggests a format for requesting feedback from patients so as to create opportunities for the clinician to improve. Whilst there is still uncertainty about the extent to which patients
should be involved in health care management. \[99\] Empowered patients may be the agent best able to redirect managers from a performance indicator fixation to the issues that really matter, but that may be harder to measure. \[100\]
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Key References
7.
Key Recommendations

1. More clinical work and more education could and should occur in primary care, but resources must genuinely follow diverted activity.

2. The HR crisis in primary care needs addressing now, partly by training NPs and PAs, and partly by centralisation of services.

3. Systems thinking can promote a culture of trust and honesty, both with patients and with colleagues.

4. Patients, not managers, should set the quality agenda. To achieve this patients need the opportunity to be involved.

5. As an absolute minimum, 10% (a tithe) of professional time should be in self/team development.

6. Simple evidence based adjustment to educational techniques could easily be adopted in primary care.